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Diversification of Photoperiodic Response Patterns in a
Collection of Early-Flowering Mutants of Arabidopsis1[W]

Sylvie Pouteau*, Isabelle Carré, Valérie Gaudin, Valérie Ferret, Delphine Lefebvre2, and Melanie Wilson

UR Biologie Cellulaire, INRA, F78026 Versailles, France (S.P., V.G., V.F., D.L.); and Department of Biological
Sciences, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom (I.C., M.W.)

Many plant species exhibit seasonal variation of flowering time in response to daylength. Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
flowers earlier under long days (LDs) than under short days (SDs). This quantitative response to photoperiod is characterized
by two parameters, the critical photoperiod (Pc), below which there is a delay in flowering, and the ceiling photoperiod (Pce),
below which there is no further delay. Thus Pc and Pce define the thresholds beyond which maximum LD and SD responses
are observed, respectively. We studied the quantitative response to photoperiod in 49 mutants selected for early flowering in
SDs. Nine of these mutants exhibited normal Pce and Pc, showing that their precocious phenotype was not linked to abnormal
measurement of daylength. However, we observed broad diversification in the patterns of quantitative responses in the other
mutants. To identify factors involved in abnormal measurement of daylength, we analyzed the association of these various
patterns with morphogenetic and rhythmic defects. A high proportion of mutants with altered Pce exhibited abnormal
hypocotyl elongation in the dark and altered circadian periods of leaf movements. This suggested that the circadian clock and
negative regulators of photomorphogenesis may contribute to the specification of SD responses. In contrast, altered Pc
correlated with abnormal hypocotyl elongation in the light and reduced photosynthetic light-input requirements for bolting.
This indicated that LD responses may be specified by positive elements of light signal transduction pathways and by
regulators of resource allocation. Furthermore, the frequency of circadian defects in mutants with normal photoperiodic
responses suggested that the circadian clock may regulate the number of leaves independently of its effect on daylength
perception.

The understanding of normal biological processes
has been consistently enhanced by the study of abnor-
mal development, or teratology. Among teratology
tools, mutants are particularly useful because altera-
tions in their development are, to a large extent,
reproducible and inheritable. Thus, mutant analyses
have allowed the dissection of complex molecular
pathways. However, the number of individual mu-
tants that can be characterized by molecular genetics
methods is limited by the sophistication of the
methods employed. Furthermore, studies of small
numbers of mutants do not necessarily reveal the
broad significance of the findings. In contrast, analyses

of large and genetically varied populations as part of
agricultural botany, ecology, and evolutionary studies
do not allow detailed characterization of regulatory
pathways at a molecular level, but can yield more
general information. Such studies may identify recur-
rent patterns associated with a given phenotype, such
as alterations within specific signaling, metabolic, or
developmental pathways (Lu et al., 2008). Studies of
wide populations of mutants thus offer a means to
either validate predictions drawn from molecular
analyses or raise new predictions to be tested.

One example is the regulation of flowering time in
plants. A large number ofmutants with altered flower-
ing times have been described in Arabidopsis (Arabi-
dopsis thaliana). Analysis of these mutants has
uncovered an intricate network of at least 100 genes
regulating the floral transition (Koornneef et al., 2004;
Putterill et al., 2004; Bernier and Périlleux, 2005). The
growing complexity of the model derived from these
analyses has prompted novel interest in natural var-
iation of flowering time as a complementary source of
investigation. Arabidopsis is generally described as a
quantitative long day (LD) species because it flowers
much later under short days (SDs) than it does under
LDs. However, the photoperiodic responsiveness of
natural accessions ranges, in fact, from day neutrality
to a strong quantitative LD requirement. Physiological
and molecular genetic analyses have shown that day-
length signals are perceived by photoreceptors and
integrated by a circadian clock (Yanovsky and Kay,
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2003). The integration relies on the coincidence of light
with the clock-regulated expression of CONSTANS
(CO), a key regulator of flowering time (Suárez-López
et al., 2001). In theory, both the phase of the CO rhythm
and the light sensitivity of the coincidence perception
process should contribute to the daylength-dependent
pattern of floral induction.

Our previous work (Pouteau et al., 2004) described
the isolation and phenotypic profiling of a collection of
61 mutants that flowered earlier than their wild-type
progenitor, Wassilewskija (Ws),½AQ2" under SDs. About
one-third of these mutants only showed an early
flowering phenotype under SDs, whereas the remain-
ing two-thirds were also early under LDs. Within this
second group, six mutants were more or less insensi-
tive to photoperiod. We also characterized the pattern
of quantitative variation in flowering time in wild-type
plants and showed that leaf number and bolting time
indicators are differentially regulated by photoperiod
(Pouteau et al., 2006). The objective of this article is first
to examine to what extent the quantitative, daylength-
dependent pattern of floral induction and, in particu-
lar, the specification of SD and LD responses are
affected in the mutants. We then evaluate the contri-
bution of various factors to the observed changes in
photoperiodic responses. In particular, we test
whether specific types of alterations of the day-
length-dependent pattern of floral induction are asso-
ciated with light and dark perception defects or
abnormal circadian rhythms.

RESULTS

Genetic Characterization of the Mutant Collection

For this analysis, we randomly selected 49 mutants
out of a collection of 61 early-flowering T-DNA lines
named eav1 to eav61 (for early flowering from Versailles).
Details of their genetic characterization are provided
in Supplemental Table S1 and a summary of their
phenotypes in Supplemental Table S2. The majority of
the mutations were recessive, but 10 of them were
semidominant. Complementation analyses revealed a
low level of genetic redundancy and only five allelic
groups could be identified, each comprising no more
than two or three alleles. This included two lhp1
alleles, two elf4 alleles, and one allele of elf3 (Hicks
et al., 1996; Gaudin et al., 2001; Doyle et al., 2002).

Additional information on the mutated loci was
sought by sequencing flanking sequence tags (FSTs)
for mutants showing a genetic linkage with a T-DNA
insertion. For two tagged alleles, the identified inser-
tions localized near or within the AGL18 and AGL27
loci that have been reported to contribute to the
regulation of flowering time (Oh et al., 2004; Werner
et al., 2005; Adamczyk et al., 2007). The encoded
factors belong to the MADS-box protein family and
act as floral repressors. Other insertions occurred
within or near candidate loci that have not been

previously associated with flowering-time pheno-
types. The encoded factors included the circadian-
regulated transcription factor GATA6 (Manfield et al.,
2007), a regulator of pathogen responses and senes-
cence known as CPR5 or HYS1 (Yoshida et al., 2002),
the cell wall enzyme XTH3 (Yokoyama and Nishitani,
2001), and a gene encoding a KOW-domain protein
similar to the transcription factor GTA02. One inser-
tion was observed in a transposable element and one
within a pseudogene. The causal link between these
insertions and the observed flowering-time pheno-
types awaits further analysis.

The majority of eav mutants appear to have no
known counterparts among the flowering-time mu-
tants described in the literature. The collection exhibits
wide genetic diversity and broad phenotypic variation
(Pouteau et al., 2004; Supplemental Table S2). It thus
constitutes a suitable tool to analyze the range of
phenotypic alterations that may be associated with
precocious flowering-time phenotypes.

Characterization of Quantitative Responses
across Photoperiods

Our previous work (Pouteau et al., 2004) showed
that 43 of 49 eav mutants retained sensitivity to pho-
toperiod. To test whether the precocious flowering
phenotypes of these mutants under SD was linked to
altered quantitative responses to photoperiods, flow-
ering time was assayed under photoperiods ranging
from 6 to 24 h. Multiple indicators were monitored,
including the total number of nodes bearing leaves
and the number of days to bolting.

In the wild type, the quantitative response to pho-
toperiod exhibited a sigmoidal shape (Fig. 1; Pouteau
et al., 2006). The variation in leaf numbers was bound
by two stationary plateaus defining, respectively, SD
and LD responses: a ceiling plateau under photope-
riods shorter than 8 h where leaf numbers were
highest, and a base plateau under photoperiods longer
than 16 h where leaf numbers were lowest. Interme-
diate numbers of leaves were observed between the
two plateaus, corresponding to nonoptimal SD and/or
LD responses. Here, we describe this response using
two parameters previously defined by Roberts and
Summerfield (1987): (1) the critical photoperiod (Pc),
below which there is a delay in flowering; and (2) the
ceiling photoperiod (Pce), below which there is no
further delay. It should be noted that this definition for
the Pc is distinct from the one adopted in some other
works that used this single parameter to describe the
daylength response (Thomas and Vince-Prue, 1997).
Here, the Pc corresponds to the minimum photoperiod
at which an optimal LD response is observed, whereas
the Pce corresponds to the maximum photoperiod at
which an optimal SD response is observed. Thus, Pc
and Pce are indicators of a given plant’s definition of
LDs and SDs, respectively.

Using leaf numbers as an indicator of flowering
time, we found that either one or both of these pa-
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rameters were altered in 34 of 43 mutants studied.
Fourteen mutants exhibited changes in Pce only, eight
in Pc only, and 12 in both Pce and Pc.Changes in Pce or
Pc ranged from 1 to 4 h. Three main patterns of
responses were identified based on increases or de-
creases in Pce or Pc or both (Fig. 1; Table I). The most
obvious was the day-neutral pattern already reported
for other mutants and accessions (Koornneef et al.,
2004; Pouteau et al., 2004) and corresponding to an
absence of response to photoperiod. The second pat-
tern was described as qualitative-like because the
maximum number of leaves continued to rise under
photoperiods shorter than wild-type Pce as in species
with an obligate LD flowering response (Roberts and
Summerfield, 1987). Third, we identified a pattern

defined as tropical-like because it was reminiscent of
common photoperiodic responses in tropical species
(although these are usually SD species rather than LD
species, e.g. rice [Oryza sativa]; Summerfield et al.,
1997). This pattern was characterized by a narrow
photoperiod interval of sensitivity with longer Pce and
shorter Pc. Intermediate patterns with either longer
Pce or shorter Pc were also identified, resulting in a
total of seven different classes.

These results demonstrated that plant definitions of
Pce and Pc can be uncoupled genetically. This sugges-
ted that regulation of SD or LD responses may, at least
in part, be mediated by distinct processes.

Figure 1. A ltered patterns of photoperiodic responses in early-flow ering mutants. Q uantitative responses to photoperiod ( Q RP)
w ere assessed by monitoring total leaf numbers at flow ering. A to F, Examples of the seven different Q RP classes of mutations
defined in Table I. Mutant data are shown in color and w ild-type ( W s) controls in black. Vertical lines indicate the position of Pc
and Pce for W s. Red and blue arrows sho w the direction of the shifts in Pce and Pc relative to w ild-type values. Each of the points
represents averaged data from 10 individuals in one independent experiment.

Daylength Measurement in Early-Flowering Mutants

Plant Physiol. Vol. 148, 2008 3
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Is Altered Measurement of SDs and LDs Related to
Reduction in Leaf Numbers?

Because we used leaf numbers to monitor flowering
time, there was a possibility that our results might be
skewed by abnormal leaf development in some mu-
tants. We therefore examined whether there was any
correlation between the Pc or the Pce and leaf produc-
tion under SDs and LDs. All of the mutants in the
collection flowered with lower numbers of leaves than
the wild-type under SDs, because this had formed the
basis of the original mutant screen. However, Figure 2
shows that there was no relationship between their Pce
or Pc and their leaf production under SDs. This dem-
onstrates that alterations in plant quantitative re-
sponse to photoperiod are generally not linked to
changes in the plant’s ability to keep producing leaves
under short photoperiods.

A subset of 32 mutants flowered earlier than wild
type under LD conditions and thus had a lower
minimum number of leaves. Figure 3 shows a remark-
able overlap between this category of mutants and
mutants with altered Pc. This suggests that the plant’s
definition of LD may be important to specify leaf
numbers under long photoperiods. Nevertheless, Pc
was unaltered in 11 mutants that were early in LD and
therefore other factors may also contribute to this
precociousness. No correlation could be observed
between changes in Pce and early flowering in LD.

Do Phototrophic Effects Play a Role in
Daylength Measurements?

Our previous work (Pouteau et al., 2006) indicated
that the time to bolting does not necessarily correlate
with leaf numbers at flowering and is strongly influ-
enced by phototrophic input. Although total leaf
numbers changed with photoperiod, the total number
of days of photosynthetically active light or light
integral required for bolting remained constant for
the wild type, perhaps reflecting the need to achieve a
certain biomass to ensure optimal seed production.
Here, we tested whether this phototrophic input re-
quirement was modified in early-flowering mutants.

As previously shown forwild-type plants, the mutants
exhibited little or no variation in the light integral
required for bolting under photoperiods ranging from
6 to 16 h (data not shown). However, the average light
integral was significantly reduced compared to wild
type in 28 of 49 mutants (see Supplemental Table S2),
suggesting a lower phototropic input requirement.
Figure 3 shows that most of these mutants also pro-
duced fewer leaves in LDs and showed abnormal Pc.
These findings suggest a possible link between per-
ception of the phototrophic input, leaf numbers in
LDs, and correct measurement of long photoperiods.

Table I. Classification of the patterns of quantitative response to photoperiod in the eav mutant collection

The Pc and Pce are compared w ith those of w ild-type plants. N b, N umber of mutants in the different
Q RP classes; Q RP, quantitative response to photoperiod. In this classification and other analyses presented
in this article, the six mutants insensitive to photoperiod w ere considered to have alterations in both Pce
and Pc. These include the elf3 allele, the two elf4 alleles, and the two lhp1 alleles ( H icks et al., 1996;
G audin et al., 2001; D oyle et al., 2002).

C lass D escription Pce Pc N b

Q RP 1 N arrow sensitivity w indow, tropical-like response Longer N ormal 13
Q RP 2 N arrow sensitivity w indow, tropical-like response Longer Shorter 6
Q RP 3 N arrow sensitivity w indow, tropical-like response N ormal Shorter 8
Q RP 4 N o ceiling under common S D, qualitative-like response Shorter Shorter 6
Q RP 5 N o ceiling under common S D, qualitative-like response Shorter N ormal 1
Q RP 6 D ay neutral – – 6
Q RP 7 N ormal response N ormal N ormal 9

Figure 2. Independent variation of Pc or Pce from leaf production.
H ere, the mutants’ ability to produce leaves w as evaluated by their total
leaf numbers under 8-h (S D ) photoperiods. Values for 49 eav mutants
w ere indicated. N o correlation w as observed w ith either Pc (A , black
diamonds) or Pce (B, w hite circles). Mutants insensitive to photoperiod
(day neutral) w ere show n in A as having Pc = 0 h.

Pouteau et al.
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May Light and Dark Signaling Contribute Differentially
to the Measurement of SDs and LDs?

A majority of early-flowering mutants within the
Versailles collection exhibited hypocotyl elongation
phenotypes in either light or darkness, suggesting
abnormal perception of these environmental signals
(Pouteau et al., 2004; Fig. 3; see Supplemental Table
S2). Here, we tested whether the quantitative response
to photoperiod was altered differentially in mutants
that showed abnormal phenotypes in the light or in the
dark.

Figure 3 shows that 17 of 20 mutants with abnormal
phenotypes in the light had a shorter Pc. Furthermore,
17 flowered early in LDs and 18 bolted after shorter
times under photosynthetically active light. These
results indicate a link between these three phenotypes
and suggest that light signaling plays a role in the
measurement of Pc and the specification of LD re-
sponses. In contrast, Pce was modified in 15 of 17
mutants with abnormal phenotypes in the dark, sug-
gesting that proper function of light signal transduc-
tion pathways during what would normally be a long
night may be needed for a measurement of Pce and the
specification of SD responses. The maximal delay in
flowering under SDs may thus correspond to a long
night response and depend on the measurement of a
critical skotoperiod.

What Is the Contribution of the Circadian Clock?

To assess the role of the circadian clock in defining
the quantitative floral response to photoperiod, we
tested whether some of the mutants exhibited abnor-
mal circadian rhythms of leafmovements and whether
these rhythmic defects correlated with changes in Pce,
Pc, or both. Eighteen of 40 mutants tested for circadian
phenotypes exhibited altered rhythmic behavior (see
Supplemental Table S2). Figure 4 shows that the ma-
jority of these mutations (13 in total) lengthened the
circadian period by 1 to 3 h. Only two of the mutations
shortened the circadian period. Three of the mutants
were arrhythmic and photoperiodically insensitive
and were shown to correspond to alleles of the previ-
ously described elf3 and elf4 mutations (Hicks et al.,
1996; Doyle et al., 2002; Table I).

Figure 3 shows that abnormal circadian rhythms
were often observed in mutants with an altered Pce,
revealing that the measurement of Pce and the spec-
ification of SD responses may rely to a large degree on
the circadian clock. Rhythmic defects were most fre-
quent in mutants with alterations in both Pce and Pc.

Figure 3. Associations betw een photoperiodic time measurement,
phototrophic requirement, photomorphogenic, and circadian pheno-
types in the eav mutant population. Black boxes indicate significant
changes. Sorting by phenotype w as applied from left to right. G ray
filling w as used to stress correlations betw een changes in Pc, decreases
in leaf numbers in L D s, reduced photosynthetic requirements (light
integral) for bolting, and abnormal hypocotyl elongation in the light (L).
Black filling w as used to highlight the overlap betw een changes in Pce

and abnormal hypocotyl elongation in the dark ( D ). N ote that some of
these mutants also show ed abnormal hypocotyl elongation in the light.
Changes in the circadian period of leaf movements w ere also shown in
black to emphasi z e their frequent association w ith changes in Pce. N d,
N ot determined. See Supplemental Table S2 for a more detailed
description of mutant phenotypes.

Daylength Measurement in Early-Flowering Mutants
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However, seven of eight mutants with altered Pc only
exhibited normal leaf movement periods. These find-
ings indicate no obvious link between circadian regu-
lation and the measurement of Pc (i.e. the specification
of LD responses). Furthermore, rhythmic defects were
observed in mutants with no change in Pce and Pc,
suggesting that normal measurement of daylength is
not necessarily linked to correct circadian function.

Circadian clocks regulate many aspects of plant
physiology and defects in this regulation have been
associated with a number of phenotypes, including
abnormal hypocotyl elongation (Dowson-Day and
Millar, 1999), abnormal light-regulated gene expres-
sion (Covington et al., 2001), and abnormal carbon
assimilation (Dodd et al., 2005). We therefore tested for
associations between aberrant rhythmic phenotypes
and other defects frequently observed in early-flower-
ing mutants. Figure 3 shows that almost all the mu-
tants with circadian phenotypes displayed abnormal
hypocotyl elongation. Seven circadian mutants
showed hypocotyl elongation defects in the light
only. Seven further circadian mutants showed hypo-
cotyl phenotypes in constant darkness. Only four of
the circadian mutants showed normal hypocotyl phe-
notypes. These results indicate that circadian clock
defects are associated with altered photomorphogen-
esis and skotomorphogenesis within this group of
flowering-time mutants.

DISCUSSION

Diversification of the Photoperiodic Response in
Early-Flowering Mutants

Previous characterization of flowering-time mutants
has been relatively simplistic and limited to flowering-
time phenotypes under commonly used LDs and SDs.
This article constitutes a description of quantitative
responses across a wide range of photoperiods and in
a large collection of flowering-time mutants. Because

of the high level of phenotypic and genetic diversity in
this collection, we believe that our results can be of
broad significance. Phenotypic diversity was sought in
the initial mutant screen that only eliminated sterile
plants. Thus, the level of pleiotropy in the recovered
mutants was generally high. Only a few, previously
characterized, early-flowering mutants could be iden-
tified, possibly because previous studies focused on
mutants with minimal pleiotropic phenotypes. Fur-
thermore, our preliminary molecular characterization
of tagged alleles identified a number of new candidate
loci that, to our knowledge, ½AQ3"have not yet been de-
scribed as flowering-time regulators. Thus, the num-
ber of genetic alterations that allow the expression of
an early-flowering phenotype may be broader than
anticipated.

Based on the measurement of Pce and Pc, we
identified changes in the response of 40 of 49 early-
flowering mutants analyzed. Starting with a typical
LD quantitative response in the wild-type accession
Ws, three main patterns were identified: reduced
photoperiod interval of sensitivity, enlarged photope-
riod interval of sensitivity under SDs, and day neu-
trality. The occurrence of these different patterns
demonstrated that early-flowering phenotypes can
be associated with diversification in photoperiodic
responses. Changes in Pce and Pc were not simply a
biophysical consequence of general changes in the
plant architecture because no correlation was identi-
fied between the maximum number of leaves under
SDs and either of these parameters.

The Circadian Clock Is Not the Sole Factor Defining Pce
and Pc

The circadian clock is generally recognized to reg-
ulate photoperiod sensing in living organisms. In
plants, the timing of circadian rhythms relative to
dawn and dusk (and more specifically of the rhythmic
CO mRNA accumulation) is a key determinant of the

Figure 4. D istribution of leaf movement period phe-
notypes in the mutant population. Mutants w ith
period values that w ere statistically different from
W s are indicated by the gray bars and mutants w ith
w ild-type period values by the black bars. The verti-
cal arro w indicates the average period value for W s
(24.1 h).

Pouteau et al.
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floral response (Suárez-López et al., 2001; Roden et al.,
2002; Yanovsky and Kay, 2002; Valverde et al., 2004):
(1) mutations that alter the phase of the CO expression
rhythm to increase its level of coincidence with light
result in accelerated flowering; and (2) experimental
conditions that restore normal timing of expression to
the CO rhythm also restore normal photoperiodic
responses. We thus anticipated that the circadian clock
would be the main determinant of Pce and Pc. In
agreement with this hypothesis, our detailed charac-
terization of photoperiodic timing showed that
changes in Pce were frequently associated with rhyth-
mic defects. Altered circadian rhythms were also often
linked to reduced number of leaves under LD. In
contrast, no correlation was found between changes in
Pc and altered circadian clock function. These results
suggested a differential contribution of circadian reg-
ulation to the measurement of SD and LD.

Different factors may explain why incorrect defini-
tions of Pce or Pc were not strictly correlated to
rhythmic defects and reciprocally why a correct def-
inition of Pce and Pc may not be affected by circadian
period changes. First, relevant circadian defects may
have been overlooked in our survey. We tested effects
of the mutations on circadian period, rather than on
phase, but some mutations may affect phase without
altering period. However, the phase of circadian
rhythms is generally related to period (shorter period
rhythms correlating with advanced phases) and cases
of specific phase defects have been scarcely reported
(Salome et al., 2002). Alternatively, some circadian
defects may not be detected by measuring leaf move-
ment because these defects do not affect petiole tis-
sues. Cells important for photoperiodic regulation of
flowering are expected to include those in which CO is
expressed. CO expression was shown to be restricted
to vascular tissue in cotyledons and leaves and in the
hypocotyl (An et al., 2004). Altered clock function in
these cells only would explain changes in photoperi-
odic timing. Such tissue-specific regulation of circa-
dian rhythms has been reported for the PRR3 gene,
which is specifically expressed in the vasculature (Para
et al., 2007).

Second, additional components of the quantitative
response across photoperiods may have been over-
looked in our study. We measured the Pce and Pc
components, but did not estimate the slope and
changes in amplitude of the response. Effects on these
parameters may be associated with some of the circa-
dian defects detected in this work. Such effects may,
for example, be mediated by changes in the amplitude
of the CO expression rhythm without altering its
phase. Thus, the early-flowering phenotype of the
fiona1 mutant under SD conditions was associated
with increased amplitude, but no phase alteration of
the CO rhythm (Kim et al., 2008).

Third, factors other than the circadian clock proba-
bly contribute to the definition of Pce and Pc. We show
below that these factors include light signal transduc-
tion pathways. Finally, it is not currently possible to

rule out the possibility that normal circadian regula-
tion may not be an absolute prerequisite for a correct
definition of Pce and Pc.

Skotomorphogenic and Photomorphogenic Pathways
May Contribute to the Definition of Pce and
Pc, Respectively

In general, changes in Pce and Pc correlated with
different environmental perception defects. Changes
in Pce (i.e. plant perception of a SD) correlated with
altered elongation phenotypes in darkness, suggesting
that skotomorphogenesis is involved in the appropri-
ate perception of SDs. In contrast, changes in Pc (i.e.
plant perception of a LD) correlated with altered
elongation phenotypes in the light, decreased number
of leaves under LDs, and a reduced photosynthetic
requirement for bolting. These phenotypes are remi-
niscent of the phenotypes of wild-type plants grown
under low red/far-red ratios (Franklin and Whitelam,
2005) and may therefore be related to the shade
avoidance response. Therefore, Pce and Pc appear to
be defined through different regulatory processes. Pce
may be defined by negative regulators of light signal-
ing, such as the SPA and COP1 proteins that interact
with CO to promote its degradation in darkness and
thus ensure suppression of flowering under SDs
(Laubinger et al., 2006; Jang et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2008). Pc may be specified by photoreceptors and
positive regulators of light signal transduction path-
ways that act to either promote (PhyB) or inhibit
(PhyA and CRY2) the degradation of the CO protein
in the light (Valverde et al., 2004). To test these possi-
bilities, expression of the CO protein will have to be
analyzed in some representative eav mutants. Further-
more, the quantitative response to photoperiod of
previously characterized photomorphogenic mutants
will need to be examined.

The importance of skotomorphogenesis for the
specification of Pce may indicate that quantitative
LD species are able to measure the duration of the
night, or skotoperiod, in a manner similar to SD

Figure 5. Summary of regulatory pathways that may contribute to the
pattern of quantitative response to photoperiod in Arabidopsis.

Daylength Measurement in Early-Flowering Mutants
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species in which much of the early studies of the
photoperiodic regulation of flowering have been con-
ducted (e.g. Pharbitis nil; O’Neill, 1992). These studies
pointed to the importance of the skotoperiod for
correct measurement of inductive SD. More recently,
the homologs of CO in SD plants (rice and P. nil) and
LD plants (wheat [Triticum aestivum] and Arabidopsis,
respectively)were shown to be functionally equivalent
(Putterill et al., 2004). In spite of this equivalence and
the presence of similar regulatory factors in rice and
Arabidopsis, CO activity generates opposite flowering
responses to photoperiod in these two species. Hd1,
the CO homolog in rice, acts as a repressor in LDs, but
is a promoter of flowering in SDs. Furthermore, long-
night induction of flowering is apparently not depen-
dent on Pn CO, the CO homolog in P. nil, although the
downstream floral activator (FLOWERING LOCUS T)
identified in Arabidopsis and rice is present and plays
a similar role in this species (Hayama et al., 2007). The
dark-dependent regulation of flowering in P.nil may
share some common basis with the definition of Pce in
Arabidopsis for which a molecular basis has yet to be
identified.

Maintenance of Normal Patterns of
Daylength Measurement

Altered flowering time under SD and/or LD is
usually interpreted as an indication of photoperiodic
perturbation. We show here that this may be an
overinterpretation since 17 early-flowering mutants
under SDs have no defect in the specification of Pce
and nine of these mutants have a completely normal
response to photoperiod. Thus, in the absence of a
complete characterization of flowering responses
across photoperiods, the hypothesis of photoperiodic
alteration can only be provisional. A summary of the
factors involved in the specification of Pce and Pc and
the maintenance of normal photoperiodic response
patterns is presented in Figure 5. Our data also show
that abnormal flowering time in mutants with normal
Pce and Pc is often associated with circadian period
defects. This may indicate that the circadian clock can
regulate flowering time and leaf numbers indepen-
dently of its function in the measurement of day and
night, possibly by modulation of resource allocation or
developmental rate (Wiltshire et al., 1994; Diggle,
1999).

CONCLUSION

This study shows that large-scale profiling ap-
proaches and complete characterization of photoperi-
odic phenotypes can help clarify the models drawn
from the analyses of individual mutants. Because only
few mutations recovered in our collection have been
characterized at a molecular level, it will be important
to further our findings on the differential measure-
ment of SDs and LDs by characterizing the photope-

riodic response patterns and rhythmic responses in
mutants with known molecular defects. It would be
particularly relevant to analyze early- and late-flower-
ing mutants, including circadian clock and light signal
transduction mutants. Complete characterization of
photoperiodic phenotypes should help to determine
whether uncoupling between altered flowering time
and abnormal daylength measurement is also ob-
served in some of these mutants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material

The natural accession Ws was used. A subset of 49 of 61 T-DNA insertion
lines, eav1 to eav61, obtained from the Versailles collection (INRA, France) in
the Ws background (Bechtold et al., 1993; Pouteau et al., 2001, 2004) were
analyzed.

Analyses of T-DNA FSTs

DNA from mutants was extracted according to Doyle and Doyle (1990).
FSTs were produced using a protocol based on gene walking (Devic et al.,
1997) and optimized for large-scale amplification and systematic sequencing
(Balzergue et al., 2001). FSTs with a reference number can be found in the
FLAGdb++ database (http:/ /urgv.evry.inra.fr/projects/FLAGdb++/HTML/
index.shtml; Samson et al., 2002).

Growth Conditions for Flowering-Time Assays

Mutant and wild-type seeds were sown on soil (Stender A240; Blue-
mendenwerk Stender GmbH) and grown in Sanyo Gallenkamp SGC660
growth cabinets at 20"C 6 0.2"C and 70%6 2% relative humidity. The soil was
kept moist by application of nutrient solution three times a week. The light
during the whole-day period was provided with mixed fluorescent and
incandescent tubes and the photon flux density measured at soil level was
2306 20 mmol m22 s21 and 26 0.2 mmol m22 s21, respectively. Developmental
uniformity was obtained by selecting the 10 most uniform plants on average
about 12 d after sowing, bringing the plant density to one plant per pot, and
rotating the trays three times a week.

Measurement of Flowering-Time Indicators

The total number of leaves produced by the apical meristem was recorded
on bolted plants. Bolting time was measured as the number of days from
sowing to the first elongation of the floral stem at 0.1-cm height. No major
variation was observed in two to four independent repeats for the mutants.
The total amount of photosynthetically active light (light integral) received
before bolting was calculated as follows: number of days to bolting x hours
under photosynthetically active light/24.

Estimation of the Pce and Pc

The Pce and Pc in the mutants were determined by measuring the ratios
dTLN8-x = (TLN8 2 TLNx)/TLN8 and dTLN16-x = (TLN16 2 TLNx)/TLN16

(where TLNx corresponds to the TLN at a photoperiod of x h ½AQ4"), respectively,
and comparing them with the values obtained for Ws (Pce = 8 h and Pc = 16 h,
as previously defined by Pouteau et al., 2006). Pce was longer when dTLN8-10

was markedly lower than in Ws (0.12) and was defined as the photoperiod x
where 0.05 , [mutant dTLN8-(x + 1)] , [Ws dTLN8-(x-1)] or [mutant dTLN8-x] ,
0.05. Pce was shorter when dTLN6-8 was markedly higher than in Ws (0.03)
and was defined as 6 h where [mutant dTLN6-8] . 0.12 and 7 h where 0.12 .
[mutant dTLN6-8] . 0.07. Pc was shorter when the ratio dTLN16-14 was
markedly lower than in Ws (0.22) and was defined as the photoperiod x where
0.1 , [mutant dTLN16-(x-1)] , [Ws dTLN16-(x + 1)] or [mutant dTLN16-x] , 0.1.
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Measurement of Rhythmic Leaf Movements

Plants were grown under a 12-h photoperiod (12 L–12 D cycles) until
emergence of primary leaves (approximately 10 d), then transferred to
constant light (70–100 mmol m22 s21). The vertical position of growing leaves
was tracked using the Kujata imaging system and the circadian period was
determined by fast Fourier transform-nonlinear least squares analysis as
previously described (Dowson-Day and Millar, 1999).

Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data
libraries under accession numbers nnn½AQ5" .

Supplemental Data

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Table S1. Molecular genetic description of the early-flower-
ing mutant collection.

Supplemental Table S2. Phenotypic characterization of the early-flower-
ing mutant collection.
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